What Is A Calvinist?

An Indoctrinated Calvinist Thinks He Gets *Regenerated BEFORE* He Can Have Faith and Repent! He Also Thinks He Has Been Elected By God to Salvation WITHOUT Any Choice on His Part (While Others Have Been Overlooked And Will NEVER Be Saved)! He Also Thinks True Christians Sin All the Time, Thus Smearing The Holy Image of a Christian! As Bad as These Are, Calvinists Also Believe In and AGGRESSIVELY TEACH the Devil’s First LIE To Mankind — *Eternal Security*, Thereby Inferring There Are Christian Adulterers, Christian Drunks, etc. Finally, Calvinists Link All of Those Heresies To The *GOSPEL* and *GRACE*. How Could Such SLAVES TO SIN Have Biblical Salvation, Which Comes AFTER Repentance (2 Cor. 7:10; 2 Pet. 3:9b; Acts 17:30) To ALL WHO CHOOSE To Believe On (OBEY and FOLLOW) JESUS (Heb. 5:9; Rom. 13:11; 6:22), Endure Hatred For *LIVING GODLY* (2 Tim. 3:12; Heb. 12:14; 2 Pet. 3:13,14) and Hold Firmly TO THE END TO BE SAVED (Mt. 10:22) and To SHARE IN CHRIST (Heb. 3:14)?
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